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Throughout this paper k denotes an algebraically closed ﬁeld. All alge-
bras considered here are basic connected ﬁnite-dimensional k-algebras. The
stable category mod of the category mod of ﬁnite-dimensional right
modules over a self-injective algebra  has the canonical structure of a
triangulated category. We say that self-injective algebras  and  are sta-
bly equivalent in case the stable module categories mod and mod are
equivalent as triangulated categories. Further, algebras  and  are said
to be derived equivalent if the bounded derived categories b mod and
b mod of mod and mod are equivalent as triangulated categories.
It is well-known that if two self-injective algebras are derived equivalent,
then they are stably equivalent (see Keller and Vossieck [13, Sect. 2.3] or
Rickard [15, Theorem 2.1]). We are interested in ﬁnding derived equivalent
pairs of self-injective algebras and thus also in the problem of when the con-
verse statement holds. (Although the cases treated in this paper are some-
what far from symmetric algebras, this problem itself is related to Broue´’s
conjecture [4] stating that if G is a ﬁnite group and  is a block of kG
with abelian defect, then  would be derived equivalent to its Brauer cor-
respondent , because in some important cases it is already known that 
and  are stably equivalent.)
In [2] we gave the derived equivalence classiﬁcation of representation-
ﬁnite self-injective algebras, and as a corollary we have obtained that
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two such algebras are derived equivalent if and only if they are stably
equivalent; namely, the converse statement holds for these algebras. Here
recall from [2, Remark 2.1(1)] that the frequency of a representation-ﬁnite
self-injective algebra  =k deﬁned in [2, 2.1] is equal to the rational
number s/n, where s is the number of isoclasses of simple -modules and
n is the number of vertices of the tree class of  (see Deﬁnition 6.3). In
this paper we will give the derived (and stable) equivalence classiﬁcation
of a class of self-injective algebras, which is much wider than the class of
representation-ﬁnite self-injective algebras with integral frequency, and will
show that also in this class of algebras the converse statement holds.
Let A be an algebra and n an integer ≥1. Then an algebra of the form
TnφA = Aˆ/φˆνnA	 for some automorphism φ of A is called a twisted
n-fold (trivial) extension of A, where Aˆ denotes the repetition (equal
to the lower triangular version of the repetitive algebra in Hughes and
Waschbu¨sch [11]) of A, φˆ is the automorphism of Aˆ induced by φ in an
obvious way, and νA is the Nakayama automorphism of Aˆ (see [2, Sect. 2.3]
in which Aˆ and φˆ were denoted by A and φ, respectively). For brevity
we usually omit the word “trivial.” A twisted m-fold extension of A for
some integer m ≥ 1 is called a twisted multifold extension of A, and it turns
out to be a self-injective algebra. Note that if φ is the identity automor-
phism  of A and n = 1, then T 1A is isomorphic to the trivial extension
T A = ADA of A by the A–A-bimodule DA = HomkAk, from
which the terminology was taken. Using this notion, representation-ﬁnite
self-injective algebras with integral frequency are characterized as follows
(see [2, Sect. 6.1]):
Proposition. Let  be an algebra and n an integer ≥1. Then  is a
representation-ﬁnite self-injective algebra with frequency n if and only if it is
(isomorphic to) a twisted n-fold extension of an algebra which is tilted from a
hereditary algebra kQ deﬁned by a Dynkin quiver Q.
An algebra A is called piecewise hereditary if it is derived equivalent to a
hereditary algebra H (Happel [9, Sect. IV.1]). Note here that the ordinary
quiver Q of H has no oriented cycles and that H ∼= kQ. This Q is called
a type of A (type is uniquely determined up to “reﬂections”). A piecewise
hereditary algebra is said to be of tree type if its type is an oriented tree.
Note that a piecewise hereditary algebra A is of tree type if and only if
the ﬁrst Hochschild cohomology H1A = H1AA of A vanishes (see,
e.g., Happel [10, Theorem 2.2]). In Section 8 we will deﬁne the (derived
equivalence) type typ for a twisted multifold extension  of a piecewise
hereditary algebra of tree type, which is an extension of the corresponding
deﬁnition of the type of a representation-ﬁnite self-injective algebra. The
set  of all these types is equal to the set of triples T nη with T a
(ﬁnite and connected) tree, n an integer ≥1, and η a conjugacy class of the
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group of automorphisms of T . We are now in a position to state our main
result in this paper.
Main Theorem. Let  and  be twisted multifold extensions of piecewise
hereditary algebras of tree type. Then the following are equivalent:
(1)  and  are derived equivalent,
(2)  and  are stably equivalent, and
(3) typ = typ.
Therefore the set  of all types parameterizes the derived (resp. stable)
equivalence classes in the class of twisted multifold extensions of piecewise
hereditary algebras of tree type.
In Section 2 we recall fundamental facts about the repetition of an alge-
bra, the repetition of an isomorphism, and right modules over the repe-
tition of an algebra, and we prepare Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 to investigate
the action of an automorphism of a hereditary algebra A on the stable
Auslander–Reiten quiver of the repetition of A. In Section 3 we collect nec-
essary facts on derived equivalences from [2]. We make full use of Proposi-
tion 3.6 (equivalent to [2, Proposition 5.4.3]) to deduce derived equivalences
between twisted multifold extensions. In Section 4 we ﬁrst recall facts about
trees and then give a special orientation on a tree, which is needed in later
sections. Section 5 is devoted to a reduction of the problem on piecewise
hereditary algebras of tree type to hereditary tree algebras, which makes it
possible to deﬁne the third component of the (derived equivalence) type for
a twisted multifold extension of a piecewise hereditary algebra of tree type.
In Section 6 we describe the stable Auslander–Reiten quiver of a twisted
multifold extension of a piecewise hereditary algebra of tree type and show
that in this class of algebras the underlying graph of the tree type and the
folding number, which are the ﬁrst and the second components of the type,
are invariant under stable equivalences. In Section 7 we investigate twisted
n-fold extensions TnφkQ of a hereditary tree algebra kQ for a ﬁxed n ≥ 1
and a ﬁxed quiver Q, where φ runs through the group of automorphisms
of kQ. In the class of these algebras it is shown that the third component
of the type, which is deﬁned by φ, depends only on the stable equivalence
class and that the isoclass of an algebra is determined by the permutation
of the vertex set of the quiver Q induced by φ. In particular, the latter
shows that in many cases stably equivalent twisted multifold extensions of
a hereditary tree algebra are isomorphic. In Section 8, for a twisted mul-
tifold extension of a piecewise hereditary algebra of tree type, we deﬁne
the (derived equivalence) type, which is shown to be well-deﬁned by the
statements in Sections 6 and 7, and we give a proof of the Main Theorem.
Finally, in the appendix we note that the argument using Proposition 7.3
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can be applied also to the last parts of the proofs of the classiﬁcation the-
orems in [1] and [2].
1. PRELIMINARIES
In the following every tree considered here is assumed to be ﬁnite and
connected. For a quiver Q we denote by QQ0Q1, and kQ the underlying
graph of Q, the set of vertices of Q, the set of arrows of Q, and the path-
category deﬁned by Q, respectively. An algebra A is called a tree algebra if
its ordinary quiver is an oriented tree.
For an additive category , we denote by  and b the homotopy
category of differential complexes and the homotopy category of bounded
differential complexes in , respectively; and when  is an exact category,
we denote by  and by b the corresponding derived categories.
Recall from Gabriel and Roiter [8] that a small category A is called a
spectroid (in [7], a locally ﬁnite-dimensional category) if the following three
conditions are satisﬁed:
(i) Distinct objects of A are not isomorphic.
(ii) Every object of A has a local endomorphism algebra.
(iii) The space Ax y is ﬁnite-dimensional for every x y ∈ A.
For a spectroid A A is called ﬁnite if A has only a ﬁnite number of objects;
A is called locally bounded if for every x ∈ A there are only ﬁnitely many
y ∈ A such that Ax y = 0 or Ay x = 0.
For a spectroid A, we denote by Mod A the category of all (right)
A-modules (equivalently, the contravariant functors from A to the
category Modk of k-vector spaces), by modA the full subcategory
of Mod A consisting of ﬁnitely presented objects, and by proA the
full subcategory of Mod A consisting of ﬁnitely generated projective
objects. In addition, modA denotes the stable category of modA. By
D = Homk− kA τA A, and sA we denote the usual self-duality
of A, the loop functor modA→ modA, the Auslander–Reiten translation
of A, the Auslander–Reiten quiver of A, and the stable Auslander–Reiten
quiver of A, respectively.
As in [1] we regard every algebra A as a ﬁnite spectroid; namely, ﬁxing
a set objA = e1     ep of orthogonal local idempotents of A with
e1 + · · · + ep = 1, A is identiﬁed with the ﬁnite spectroid cA deﬁned as
follows: the set of objects of cA is objA and cAx y = yAx for all
x y ∈ objA and the composition of cA is given by the multiplication of
A. Therefore, in particular, automorphisms of A are required to preserve
the set objA. The expression x ∈ A stands for x ∈ objA.
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By AutX we denote the group of automorphisms of a quiver, a graph,
a translation quiver, or a spectroid X.
2. REPETITIONS
First we recall the deﬁnition of the repetition of an algebra (from [2,
Sect. 1.2] to ﬁx the notation) and the way to compute repetitions for tree
algebras from a more general construction in [2, Sects. 1.3 & 1.5].
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let A be an algebra.
(1) A k-category Aˆ, called the repetition of A, is deﬁned as follows
cf 11 8. Objects are the pairs xn = x n with x ∈ A and n ∈ .
Aˆxn ym =

f n = f nf ∈ Ax y if m = n,
ϕn = ϕ nϕ ∈ DAy x if m = n+ 1,
0 otherwise.
The composition
Aˆ
(
ym zl
)× Aˆ(xn ym)→ Aˆ(xn zl)
is given as follows:
(i) If m = n l = m, then this is the composition of A:
Ay z ×Ax y → Ax z
(ii) If m = n l = m + 1, then this is given by the right A-module
structure of DA– ?:
DAz y ×Ax y → DAz x
(iii) If m = n + 1 l = m, then this is given by the left A-module
structure of DA– ?:
Ay z ×DAy x → DAz x
(iv) Otherwise the composition is zero.
(2) For each n ∈ , we denote by An the full subcategory of Aˆ
formed by xn with x ∈ A and by n A ∼→ An ↪→ Aˆ x → xn, the
embedding functor.
(3) The Nakayama automorphism νA of Aˆ is deﬁned by
• νAxn = xn+1,
• νAf n = f n+1, and
• νAϕn = ϕn+1
for all x ∈ A and for all f ∈ Ax y ϕ ∈ DAy x with x y ∈ A.
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Note that Aˆ is a locally bounded spectroid.
A path µ from y to x in a quiver with relations Q I is called maximal
if µ /∈ I, but αµµβ ∈ I whenever there is an arrow α of Q with tail x or
an arrow β with head y. (This was called complete in [2].) For a k-vector
space V with a basis v1     vn we denote by v∗1     v∗n the basis of
DV dual to the basis v1     vn. In particular, if dimk V = 1 v∗ ∈ DV is
deﬁned for all v ∈ V \0.
Lemma 2.2. Let A be a tree algebra and ' kQ → A a display functor
([8, (8.1) & (8.3a)]) with I = Ker'. Then
(1) ' uniquely induces the display-functor 'ˆ kQˆ→ Aˆ for Aˆ:
(i) Qˆ is obtained from the disjoint union Q×  of copies Qi of Q by
adding arrows αiy x xi → yi+1 for all i ∈ , whenever there is a maximal
path µ from y to x in Q I (we sometimes denote this αiy x by µ∗i).
(ii) 'ˆ is deﬁned as follows:
• 'ˆxi = 'xi,
• 'ˆαi = 'αi, and
• 'ˆαiy x = 'µ∗i
for all i ∈ , all vertices x of Q, all arrows α of Q, and all pairs x y of
vertices of Q such that there is a maximal path µ from y to x in Q I.
(2) Ker 'ˆ is equal to the ideal Iˆ deﬁned by the full commutativity relations
on Qˆ and the zero relations µ = 0 for those paths µ of Qˆ for which there is
no path from the head of µ to the xi+1 with xi the tail of µ. (Therefore note
that if a path αn · · ·α1 is in I, then αin · · ·αi1 is in Iˆ for all i ∈ .)
To recall the repetition of an isomorphism we cite the following from
[2, Sect. 2.3] without proof.
Lemma 2.3. Let ψ A → B be an isomorphism of algebras. Denote by
ψ
y
x Ay x → Bψyψx the isomorphism deﬁned by ψ for all x y ∈ A.
Deﬁne ψˆ Aˆ→ Bˆ as follows:
For each xi ∈ Aˆ ψˆxi = ψxi.
For each f i ∈ Aˆxi yi ψˆf i = ψf i.
For each ϕi ∈ Aˆxi yi+1 ψˆϕi = Dψyx−1ϕi =
ϕ ◦ ψyx−1i.
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Then
(1) ψˆ is an isomorphism.
(2) Given an isomorphism ρ Aˆ→ Bˆ, the following are equivalent.
(a) ρ = ψˆ.
(b) ρ satisﬁes the following:
(i) ρνA = νBρ,
(ii) ρA0 = A0,
(iii) the diagram
A
ψ→ B
0
 0
A0
ρ
→ B0
is commutative, and
(iv) ρϕ0 = ϕ ◦ ψyx−10 for all x y ∈ A and all ϕ ∈
DAy x.
Lemma 2.4. Let ρ A → B and σ  B → C be isomorphisms of algebras.
Then we have σρˆ = σˆρˆ.
Proof. This is straightforward by the deﬁnition of the repetition of iso-
morphisms.
We recall a presentation of right modules over the repetition of an alge-
bra. For an algebra A deﬁne a category  = A as follows (cf. [9, Sect. 2.1])
(note that we are dealing with right modules, not with left modules as
in [9]). The objects of  are the sequences Mimii∈ with Mi ∈ modA
for all iMi = 0 for almost all i, and mi ∈ HomAMi ⊗A DAMi−1 for all i
satisfying mi−1 ◦ mi ⊗A DA = 0; and for each Mimii Ni nii ∈  the
morphism space Mimii Ni nii is deﬁned as the set of all fii∈ ∈∏
i∈HomAMiNi such that ni ◦ fi ⊗A DA = fi−1 ◦mi for all i ∈ .
Then the following is well-known.
Lemma 2.5. Let A be an algebra. Then the category mod Aˆ of ﬁnite-
dimensional (right) Aˆ-modules is equivalent to the category A.
We identify mod Aˆ with A by this lemma.
Using this description of mod Aˆ the canonical embedding modA →
mod Aˆ is deﬁned by M → Mimii with M0 = MMi = 0 for all i = 0,
and mi = 0 for all i ∈ . Denote by η modA → mod Aˆ the composite
of this embedding and the canonical functor mod Aˆ → mod Aˆ. Then by
[9, Lemma 2.3] η is a full embedding. The following is easy to verify.
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Lemma 2.6. Let A = kQ for some quiver Q (without oriented cycles).
Then Q′0 = ηA– xx ∈ Q0 forms a section of the component of sAˆ
containing Q′0. Therefore if we set Q
′ to be the full subquiver of sAˆ deﬁned
by Q′0, then the component of sAˆ containing Q
′ is identiﬁed with Q′.
Let A be an algebra and φ ∈ AutA. Then φ induces an equivalence
φ– modA → modA deﬁned by φM = M ◦ φ−1 A → modk for all
M ∈ modA. Similarly, φˆ ∈ AutAˆ induces an equivalence φˆ– mod Aˆ→
mod Aˆ. With this notation we have the following, which is used to investi-
gate the action of φ on components of the stable Auslander–Reiten quiver
of Aˆ.
Lemma 2.7. Let A be an algebra and φ∈AutA. Then we have
φˆηX ∼= ηφX for all X ∈ modA.
Proof. This is straightforward.
3. DERIVED EQUIVALENCES
For a group G acting on a category S we say that a subclass E of the
objects of S is G-stable (resp., G-stable up to isomorphisms) if gx ∈ E (resp.,
if gx is isomorphic to some object in E) for all g ∈ G and x ∈ E.
Let A be an algebra and φ ∈ AutA. Then φ acts on modA as φ–. In
particular, for A– x with x ∈ A, we have φA– x = Aφ−1– x ∼=
A– φx, and the last isomorphism is given by φ itself. Thus the identiﬁ-
cation φA– x = A– φx depends on φ, and the subset A– x  x ∈
A of pro A is not φ–	-stable in a strict sense. This makes it difﬁcult
to give explicitly a complete set of representatives of isoclasses of inde-
composable objects of b(pro A) which is
〈
b
(φ	–)〉-stable. To avoid this
difﬁculty we used in [2] the formal additive hull ⊕A of A deﬁned below,
instead of proA.
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let A be a spectroid. Then by ⊕A we denote the fol-
lowing category ([8, Sect. 2.1, Example 8]). Objects are ﬁnite sequences
x1     xn of objects of A; morphisms are deﬁned by ⊕Ax1    
xn y1     ym = µjii jµji ∈ Axi yj, for all i j for all objects
x1     xn y1     ym; and the composition is given by the matrix mul-
tiplication. We regard A as contained in ⊕A by the embedding f  x →
y → f  x → y for all f in A.
Remark 3.2. Let A and φ be as above.
(1) Deﬁne a functor ηA ⊕A → proA by x1     xn → A– x1
⊕ · · · ⊕A– xn and µjii j → A– µjii j . Then ηA is an equivalence,
called the Yoneda equivalence.
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(2) Let F  A → B be a functor of spectroids. Then F naturally
induces the functors ⊕F  ⊕A → ⊕B and F˜ = b⊕F b⊕A →
b⊕B, which are equivalences if F is an isomorphism. Namely, ⊕F
is deﬁned by x1     xn → Fx1     Fxn, and µji → Fµji for all
objects x1     xn and all morphisms µji in ⊕A; F˜ is deﬁned by ⊕F
componentwise.
(3) The automorphism φ acts on b⊕A as φ˜, and φbηAX• ∼=
bηAφ˜X• for all X• ∈ b⊕A.
We cite the following from [2, Proposition 5.1], which follows from
Keller [12] (cf. Rickard [14] and [1, Proposition 1.1]).
Proposition 3.3. LetA and B be spectroids. Then the following are equiv-
alent:
(1) There is a triangle equivalence Mod B → Mod A.
(2) There is a full subcategory E of b⊕A such that
(a) for any TU ∈ E and any n = 0 b⊕ATUn = 0;
(b) A is contained in the smallest full triangulated subcategory of
b⊕A containing E that is closed under direct summands and isomor-
phisms; and
(c) E is isomorphic to B.
Deﬁnition 3.4. We say that spectroids A and B are derived equivalent
if one of the equivalent conditions above holds. In (2) the triple AEB
is called a tilting triple and E ⊆ b⊕A is called a tilting spectroid for A.
Remark 3.5. Let E be a tilting spectroid for a spectroid A and G be a
subgroup of AutA. If E is G-stable up to isomorphisms, then there exists
a tilting spectroid E for A such that E ∼= E and E is G-stable (see [1,
Remark 3.2] and [2, Lemma 5.3.3 and Remark 5.3(2)]).
The following statement, which we proved in [2, Proposition 5.4.3], is
useful to show derived equivalences between twisted multifold extension
algebras.
Proposition 3.6. Let AEB be a tilting triple of locally bounded spec-
troids, η E ∼→ B an isomorphism, and φ ∈ AutA. Assume that E is φ˜	-
stable. Then TnφA is derived equivalent to TnψB for any integer n ≥ 1, where
ψ is the automorphism of B deﬁned by the commutativity of the diagram
E
η→ B
φ˜
 ψ
E
η
→ B

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4. A SPECIAL ORIENTATION OF A TREE
Let T be a tree with the set of vertices T0. Then we denote by
AutT  the group of all automorphisms of T . For each f ∈ AutT  we
set Fixf  = x ∈ T0f x = x. Consider the set Aut0T  = f ∈
AutT Fixf  = !. Then, as stated in [16, Sect. 4.1], it is well known
that the set
⋂
f∈Aut0T  Fixf  is nonempty. Therefore Aut0T  forms a
subgroup of AutT , and Aut0T  = AutT  holds if and only if T has a
ﬁxed vertex; i.e.,
⋂
f∈AutT  Fixf  = ! (an element of this set is called a
ﬁxed vertex of T ). Further, it is well known that if Aut0T  = AutT , then
AutT /Aut0T  has order 2 and T has a unique edge α x—y such that
f α = α for any f ∈ AutT , and T has the form
L
 x y
 R 
α
(4.1)
where L and R are subtrees of T isomorphic to each other. Here both
vertices x and y are ﬁxed by all f ∈ Aut0T , and gx = y and gy = x
for all g ∈ AutT \Aut0T .
Note that if a quiver Q is obtained from T by giving an orientation
ρ, then each automorphism of Q is considered as an automorphism of T
preserving the orientation ρ; i.e., the group AutQ of all automorphisms of
Q is a subgroup of AutT . By the remark above we further have AutQ ⊆
Aut0T . We call the orientation ρ admissible if AutQ = Aut0T .
Lemma 4.1. Let T be a tree. Then there is an admissible orientation ρ of
T such that the quiver Q = T ρ has a unique source.
Proof. Take x ∈ ⋂f∈Aut0T  Fixf . Deﬁne an orientation ρ as follows:
for each edge a y—z in T , make a an arrow y → z if and only if dx y <
dx z, where dx t is the distance between x and t for each t ∈ T0.
(1) x is a unique source of Q. Indeed, since dx x = 0 and dx y =
1 for all neighbors y of x x is a source. If y ∈ T0 is not equal to x, then
there is a unique shortest linear subtree combining x and y of length (equal
to the number of edges) dx y > 0. Let z be the neighbor of y in this
subtree. Then dx z = dx y − 1 < dx y. Thus Q has an arrow z → y.
Hence y is not a source.
(2) ρ is admissible. Indeed, let f be in Aut0T  and y → z be an
arrow in Q. Then f x = x and dx y < dx z. Since f preserves the
distance we have dx f y = df x f y < df x f z = dx f z.
Thus we have an arrow f y → f z in Q. Hence f ∈ AutQ.
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Remark 4.2. If A is a piecewise hereditary algebra of tree type Q, i.e., if
A is derived equivalent to kQ for an oriented tree Q, then we may assume
that Q is admissibly oriented and with a unique source by Lemma 4.1
because kQ is derived equivalent to kQ′ for all quivers Q′ with Q′ = Q.
5. REDUCTION TO HEREDITARY TREE ALGEBRAS
For an algebra A recall from [9, Sect. III.1.4] that the dimension vector
dimX• of an X• = Xi dii∈ ∈ b modA is deﬁned by
dimX• =∑
i∈
−1i dimXi (5.1)
where dimXi is the usual dimension vector of the A-module Xi for each i.
We denote by
∨
i∈I i the disjoint union of a family ii∈I of translation
quivers, thus i forms a connected component in
∨
i∈I i for each i ∈ I.
In the next lemma we collect fundamental facts on the Auslander–Reiten
quiver of the derived category of a piecewise hereditary algebra.
Lemma 5.1. Let A be a piecewise hereditary algebra having a type Q
and let n = rankK0A. Set bmodA to be the Auslander–Reiten quiver of
b (modA). If Q is a Dynkin quiver, then bmodA ∼= Q. Now assume
that Q is not a Dynkin quiver. Then the following hold:
(1) bmodA has the following form:
bmodA =
∨
i∈
i ∨i
where i ∼= Q and i is isomorphic to the union of all regular components
of the Auslander–Reiten quiver of kQ for each i ∈  and the shift maps i
to i+1 and i to i+1. Further, b modAi ∨ij ∨j = 0 if i > j
and bmodAii = 0 for all i.
(2) The map dim i → n deﬁned by X• → dimX• is injective for
each i ∈ .
(3) If F  b modA → b modA is a triangle equivalence, then
there is a unique j ∈  such that Fi ⊆ i+j and Fi ⊆ i+j for all
i ∈ . We call this j the “jump” of F .
Proof. (The Dynkin Case and Statement 1) Using a derived equiva-
lence between A and kQ, the assertion is reduced to the corresponding
statement on kQ, which follows from [9, Proposition I.5.5].
(2) By [9, Proposition III.1.5] the assertion is also reduced to the
corresponding one on kQ, which is easy to verify using the formula (5.1).
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(3) Since 0 is not isomorphic to any component of i for any i ∈ ,
there is some j ∈  such that F0 ⊆ j . Then since F commutes with the
shift, we have Fi ⊆ i+j for all i ∈ . Further, since for each i ∈  there
exist nonzero morphisms X• → Y • → Z• with X• ∈ i Y • ∈ i, and Z• ∈
i+1, we have nonzero morphisms FX• → FY • → FZ• with FX• ∈ i+j and
FZ• ∈ Xi+j+1, which shows that FY • ∈ i+j by (1). Hence Fi ⊆ i+j .
The uniqueness of j is obvious.
Let Q be an oriented tree. Then for each ψ ∈ AutQ we deﬁne ψ ∈
AutQ by ψi z = i ψz for all i z ∈ Q0.
Lemma 5.2. Let Q be an oriented tree and ψψ′ ∈AutQ. If ψ is con-
jugate to ψ′ in AutQ, then ψ is conjugate to ψ′ in AutQ.
Proof. Assume that ψ is conjugate to ψ′ in AutQ. Then there is
an F ∈ AutQ such that the inner central square of the diagram
Q Q
Q Q

Q Q
Q Q
ψ
pF#pF #
ψ′
ψ
F#F #
ψ′
pr pr
pr pr
is commutative, where pr Q → Q and p AutQ → AutQ are the
canonical morphisms. Since the four trapezoids are commutative and since
pr is surjective both on vertices and on arrows, the outer square of the
diagram is also commutative. Hence ψ is conjugate to ψ′ in AutQ.
When A is an algebra of ﬁnite global dimension (e.g., when A is
a piecewise hereditary algebra), we have identiﬁcations b modA =
b proA = b⊕A in an obvious way, by which we also identify the
Auslander–Reiten quivers of these categories: b modA = b proA =
b ⊕A.
Proposition 5.3. Let A be a piecewise hereditary algebra of type Q for an
admissibly oriented tree Q and  be a component of b ⊕A having the form
Q. Then, for each φ ∈ AutA is stable under φ˜ and ρ = φ˜ has the
form ψ for some ψ ∈ AutQ. The conjugacy class σ¯φ of this σφ = ψ
in AutQ is uniquely determined by φ.
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Proof. If Q is a Dynkin quiver, then b ⊕A ∼= Q, so we have  =
b ⊕A. In this case it is obvious that  is stable under φ˜. If Q is not a
Dynkin quiver, then by Lemma 5.1, b ⊕A =
∨
i∈i ∨i, where i ∼=
Q and i is isomorphic to the union of all regular components of the
Auslander–Reiten quiver of kQ for each i ∈ . Thus we have  = i for
some i ∈ .
Now since A has only ﬁnitely many objects and the automorphism φ of
A induces a permutation of objects of A, there is some integer m ≥ 1 such
that φma = a for all a ∈ A. Thus we have
φ˜ma = a for all a ∈ A (5.2)
In the case that Q is a Dynkin quiver, this shows that φ˜m has a ﬁxed vertex
in  . In the case that Q is not a Dynkin quiver, (5.2) shows that the jump
of φ˜ must be zero, and hence we have φ˜ =  ; i.e.,  is stable under
φ˜. Further, (5.2) implies that φ˜mX = X for all X ∈ ⊕A. Therefore, by
(5.1) we have dimφ˜mX• = dimX• for all X• ∈ bproA = b⊕A.
This shows that φ˜mX• = X• by Lemma 5.1(2) for all X• ∈  . Hence we
have shown that in any case  is stable under φ˜ and φ˜m has a ﬁxed vertex
in  .
Now identify  with Q by a ﬁxed isomorphism. We show that ρ = φ˜
has the desired form. By Riedtmann [16, Theorem 4.2], we have an exact
sequence
1 −→ τ	 ↪→ AutQ p−→AutQ −→ 1 (5.3)
where p is the canonical morphism and τ	 is contained in the center of
AutQ. Put ψ = pρ ∈ AutQ. We show the following.
ψ ∈ Aut0Q (5.4)
Suppose that ψ /∈ Aut0Q. Then Q has the form (4.1). We show that ρm
does not have any ﬁxed vertex, which contradicts the above consideration.
If m is odd, then since ψ exchanges L with R and x with y in (4.1), so does
ψm = pρm, which shows that ρm cannot have a ﬁxed vertex. Assume that
m is even and put m = 2u for some u ≥ 1. We may assume that x is a
unique source in Q. Then note that in Q, if there exists a sectional path
n x → · · · → s z with n s ∈  and z ∈ Q0, then we have s = n. This
enables us to compute the action of ρ on Q as follows.
First, since ψx = y, we have ρ0 x = t y for a unique t ∈ . Then
ρn x = n+ t y for all n ∈  because ρ commutes with the translation
of Q. Second, since ψy = x, we have ρ0 y = s x for some s ∈ .
Here, since there is an arrow t y = ρ0 x → ρ0 y = s x, there is
also an arrow s − 1 x → t y, which is a sectional path. Thus s = t + 1
and we have ρn y = n + t + 1 x for all n ∈ . Next, for each r ∈ R0,
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we have ρ0 r = s ψr for some s ∈  and there exists a sectional
path t + 1 x = ρ0 y → · · · → ρ0 r = s ψr. Thus s = t + 1 and
ρn r = n + t + 1 ψr for all n ∈ . Finally, by the same method we
have ρn l = n+ t ψl for all n ∈  and l ∈ L0.
Using this compute ρ2 to have ρ2n z = n+ 2t + 1 ψ2z for all n ∈ 
and z ∈ Q0. Since t ∈ , we have 2t + 1 = 0. Then ρmn z = ρ2un z =
n+ u2t + 1 ψmz = n z for all n ∈  and z ∈ Q0. Thus φm cannot
have a ﬁxed vertex in  , and (5.4) is proved. Since Aut0Q = AutQ,
(5.4) enables us to deﬁne ψ ∈ AutQ. Then, since pρ = ψ = pψ,
we have ρ = ψτl for some l ∈  by (5.3). Since ρm has a ﬁxed vertex in
 , we must have l = 0, and thus ρ = ψ, as desired.
What we have just shown above is expressed as follows: There is an
isomorphism F   → Q such that the diagram

ρ→ 
F
 F
Q
ψ
→ Q
is commutative. Suppose that ρ is expressed in another way, say we have a
commutative diagram

ρ→ 
F ′
 F ′
Q
ψ′
→ Q 
Then by these two diagrams we see that ψ is conjugate to ψ′ in AutQ.
Hence, by Lemma 5.2, ψ is conjugate to ψ′ in AutQ.
Lemma 5.4. Let A be a piecewise hereditary algebra of type Q for an
admissibly oriented tree Q. Then there is a tilting triple AEkQ such that
E is φ˜	-stable up to isomorphisms for all φ ∈ AutA. In particular, for
each φ ∈ AutA there exists a tilting triple A EkQ with E φ˜	-stable (by
Remark 3.5).
Proof. Put B = kQ. When Q is a Dynkin quiver we put 0 = b⊕A,
and when Q is not a Dynkin quiver we keep the notation of Lemma 5.1.
Since A is derived equivalent to B, we have a triangle equivalence
F  b⊕B → b⊕A
Let E be the full subcategory of bA with Fx  x ∈ B the set of
objects. Then AEB is a tilting triple. Since the objects of B are con-
tained in a component of the form Q, we may assume that E ⊆ 0.
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Let QE be the full subquiver of 0 formed by the objects of E. Then QE
is a section of 0 because the full subquiver QB of b⊕B formed by the
objects of B is a section of the component of b⊕B containing it. Of
course QE ∼= QB ∼= Q, and by these isomorphisms we identify Q with QE .
Then 0 = Q. By Proposition 5.3 the component 0 is stable under φ˜
and ρ = φ˜0 has the form ψ for some ψ ∈ AutQ. Hence Q = QE is
ρ	-stable, which means that E is φ˜	-stable up to isomorphisms.
The following proposition says that a twisted multifold extension of a
piecewise hereditary algebra of tree type is derived equivalent to a twisted
multifold extension of a hereditary tree algebra (Remark 4.2).
Proposition 5.5. Let A be a piecewise hereditary algebra of type Q for
an admissibly oriented tree Q. Then for any φ ∈ AutA there is some ψ ∈
AutkQ such that for any integer n ≥ 1, TnφA is derived equivalent to
TnψkQ.
Proof. This is immediate by the lemma above and Proposition 3.6.
For a morphism β Q→ R of quivers, we denote by kβ the induced alge-
bra homomorphism kQ→ kR. Note that if Q β−→ R γ−→ S are morphisms
of quivers, then we have kγβ = kγkβ.
Remark 5.6. The automorphism ψ in Proposition 5.5 has the form
kσφ for some σφ ∈ AutQ which is uniquely determined up to
conjugation in AutQ.
6. STABLE AR-QUIVERS AND INVARIANTS
UNDER STABLE EQUIVALENCES
Let A be a locally bounded spectroid. We denote by 	A the Nakayama
functor modA→ modA, which is known to be an equivalence when A is
self-injective. It is well-known that 	A ∼= −2A τA on modA. Further, when
A = Bˆ for some algebra B, 	Bˆ ∼= νB– on mod Bˆ.
The next lemma is a special case of [6, Sect. 3.5]. We give an alternative
proof of it in this case using [9, Theorem 4.9].
Lemma 6.1. LetH be a hereditary algebra. Then Hˆ is locally support-ﬁnite.
Proof. By [9, Theorem II.4.9] there exists a triangle equivalence
b modH → mod Hˆ such that the restriction to modH is the identity.
By this equivalence we identify bmodH and sHˆ , both of which contain
H . Since bmodH0 =
⋃
i∈Hi0, we have
sHˆ0 =
⋃
i∈
i
Hˆ
H0 (6.1)
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By the deﬁnition of the canonical embedding modH → mod Hˆ, the sup-
ports of modules in H as Hˆ-modules are contained in H0. Since the sup-
ports of the projective covers of modules supported in H0 are contained in
H0 ∪H−1 by the deﬁnition of repetitions, the Hˆ-shifts of modules in H
are supported in H0 ∪H−1. Now by (6.1) for any module X in sHˆ there
is some m ∈  such that 	m
Hˆ
X = −2m
Hˆ
τm
Hˆ
X belongs to H ∪ HˆH
and is supported in H0 ∪H−1. Hence X is supported in H−m ∪H−1−m
because 	Hˆ = νH –. Accordingly, Hˆ is locally support-ﬁnite.
For a Galois covering R → R/G of locally bounded spectroid R with
group G, we denote by 1R/G the full subquiver of R/G consisting of ver-
tices in the image of the push-down functor modR → modR/G. By [7,
Theorem 3.6], 1R/G is the disjoint union of some components of R/G
and is isomorphic to R/G. When R is self-injective, we denote by s
1
R/G
the full subquiver of sR/G consisting of the vertices in 1R/G0 ∩ sR/G0.
Then s
1
R/G is the disjoint union of some components of sR/G and s
1
R/G
∼=
sR/G. Note that s
1
R/G = sR/G if R is locally support-ﬁnite by [5, Propo-
sition 2.5]. For a twisted multifold extension  of an algebra A, we apply
this consideration to the canonical Galois covering Aˆ→ .
Recall from Happel [9, Theorem II.4.9] that for an algebra A of ﬁnite
global dimension there exists a triangle equivalence b modA → mod Aˆ
such that the restriction to modA is the identity. By this equivalence we
identify bmodA and sAˆ, both of which contain A.
Lemma 6.2. Let A be a piecewise hereditary algebra, Q a type of A, φ ∈
AutA, and n an integer ≥1. Put  = TnφA. If Q is not a Dynkin quiver,
then s
1

∼= ∨2n−1i=1 i ∨i, where i ∼= Q and i is the union of the regular
components of kQ for each i.
Proof. As noted above, we have s
1

∼= sAˆ/φˆν
n
A–	. Further, since
sAˆ
∼= bmodA, we have sAˆ =
∨
i∈i ∨i, where i ∼= Q and i
is the union of the regular components of kQ for each i ∈ . Since A has
only ﬁnitely many objects, there is some m ≥ 1 such that φma = a for
all a ∈ A. So φˆmηA– a ∼= ηφmA– a ∼= ηA– a for all a ∈ A.
This means that φˆ
m– sAˆ → sAˆ has a ﬁxed vertex. In particular, the
jump of φˆ– is zero. Further, the jump of νA– = 	Aˆ ∼= −2Aˆ τAˆ is equal to
2 because of the triangle equivalence b modA → mod Aˆ. As a conse-
quence, the jump of φˆν
n
A– is equal to 2n. Hence we have sAˆ/φˆν
n
A–	 ∼=∨2n−1
i=0 i ∨i.
Recall ﬁrst that for a Dynkin graph C, the number mC was deﬁned in
[3, Sect. 1.1] as the “Loewy length” of the mesh category kC, namely
mC = min0 ≤ m ∈   v is in the mesh ideal for all paths v in C whose
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length is at least m, and a computation yields mAn = n, mDn = 2n − 3,
mE6 = 11, mE7 = 17, and mE8 = 29.
We then recall the following from [2, Sect. 2.1].
Deﬁnition 6.3. The type type() (in [2] this was denoted by typ(), but
in order not to confuse the notation in this paper we change the notation)
of a representation-ﬁnite self-injective algebra  is deﬁned as type =
C r/mC oφ if s ∼= C/φτ−r	, where r ≥ 1, C is a Dynkin graph, φ
is an element of the group AutC with a ﬁxed vertex, and ox denotes
the order of an element x of a group. (It was shown that type() is uniquely
determined by .) The second component of type() is deﬁned to be the
frequency of . By [3, Corollary 2.3] we see that the frequency of  is equal
to the rational number s/n, where s is the number of isoclasses of simple
-modules and n is the number of vertices of C ([2, Remark 2.1(1)]).
In the next proposition, we describe the stable Auslander–Reiten quivers
of twisted multifold extensions of piecewise hereditary algebras of tree type.
Proposition 6.4. Let A be a piecewise hereditary algebra of type Q for
an admissibly oriented tree Q, φ ∈ AutA, and n be an integer ≥1. Put
 = TnφA.
(1) If Q is a Dynkin quiver, then s ∼= Q/σφτ−nmQ	.
(2) If Q is not a Dynkin quiver, then s ∼=
∨2n−1
i=1 i ∨ i, where
i ∼= Q and i is the union of the regular components of kQ for each i.
Proof. Put H = kQ. By Proposition 5.5,  is derived equivalent to
′ = TnψH for some ψ ∈ AutH, and ψ has the form ψ = kσφ for
some σφ ∈ AutQ (Remark 5.6). Then s ∼= s′ = s1′ because Hˆ
is locally support-ﬁnite by Lemma 6.1. The statement (2) then follows by
Lemma 6.2.
We show the statement (1). Assume that Q is a Dynkin quiver. Then
s ∼= s′ = s1′ ∼= sHˆ/φˆν
n
H –	. Put m = mQ for short. The full
subquiver of sHˆ consisting of ηH– x with x ∈ Q0 forms a section of
sHˆ . Therefore the map Q → sHˆ deﬁned by x → H– x for all x ∈ Q0
uniquely extends to an isomorphism ' Q → sHˆ of translation quivers.
It is enough to show that the diagram
Q
'→ sHˆ
σφτ−nm
 ψˆνnH−
Q
'
→ sHˆ
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is commutative. To this end it sufﬁces to show that the diagrams
Q
'→ sHˆ
σφ
 ψˆ− 
Q
'
→ sHˆ
Q
'→ sHˆ
τ−m
 νH−
Q
'
→ sHˆ
(6.2)
are commutative. Since σφ (resp. ψˆ–) commutes with the translation,
the equality 'σφ0 x = '0 σφx = ηH– σφx =
ηH– ψx = ηψH– x = ψˆηH– x = ψˆ'0 x for all
x ∈ Q0 shows the commutativity of the left diagram in (6.2). From the
function Q → 
 deﬁned by x → dimH– x, using a method in [3,
Sect. 4.1], one can compute the conﬁguration  of Q such that ' uniquely
extends to an isomorphism Q → Hˆ , which we also denote by'. Then, by
[3, Sect. 1.2],  is stable under τ−m and we have 'τ−mc∗ = νH'c∗ for
all c ∈ , where c∗ denotes the projective vertex of Q with arrows c → c∗
for all c ∈ . Also, since  is stable under τm, the automorphism τm of Q
extends to an automorphism of Q by deﬁning τmc∗ = τmc∗ for
all c ∈ , which we denote also by τm. Let x ∈ Q0. For each
c ∈ , we have dimkHˆ'c∗'τ−mx = dimkQc∗ τ−mx =
dimkQτmc∗ x = dimkHˆ'τmc∗'x = dimkHˆ
ν−1H 'c∗'x = dimkHˆ'c∗ νH'x. Hence'τ−mx = νH'x
for all x ∈ Q0 because the map Hˆ →  deﬁned by x → dimkHˆ
'c∗'xc∈ for all x ∈ Hˆ0 is injective. This shows the commuta-
tivity of the right diagram in (6.2).
Corollary 6.5. Let A be a piecewise hereditary algebra of type Q for a
quiver Q without oriented cycles, φ ∈ AutA, and n be an integer ≥1. Then
TnφA is representation-ﬁnite if and only if Q is a Dynkin quiver.
Proof. Note that when Q is a Dynkin quiver, we may assume that Q
is admissibly oriented (Remark 4.2). Then the assertion is immediate from
Lemma 6.2 and Proposition 6.4(1).
Proposition 6.6. Let A be a piecewise hereditary algebra of type Q for an
admissibly oriented Dynkin quiver Q, φ ∈ AutA, and n be an integer ≥1.
Then typeTnφA = Qn oσφ.
Proof. Since oσφ = oσφ, the assertion follows by Proposi-
tion 6.4(1).
Proposition 6.7. Let A and B be piecewise hereditary algebras having
types Q and R, respectively, where Q is an oriented tree, φ ∈ AutA, ψ ∈
AutB, and m, n are integers ≥1. If Tmφ A is stably equivalent to TnψB,
then we have Q ∼= R and m = n.
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Proof. We may assume that the orientation of Q is admissible
(Remark 4.2). Put  = Tmφ A and  = TnψB. Assume that  is
stably equivalent to .
First note that by Corollary 6.5, Q is a Dynkin quiver if and only if  is
representation-ﬁnite, if and only if so is , and if and only if R is a Dynkin
quiver.
Assume that Q is a Dynkin quiver. Then both  and  are representa-
tion-ﬁnite self-injective algebras. Since they are stably equivalent, type =
type, and hence Q ∼= R and m = n by Proposition 6.6.
Next assume that Q is not a Dynkin quiver. Then by Proposition 6.4(2)
we have
s =
2m−1∨
i=0
i ∨i
where i ∼= Q and i is the union of the regular components of kQ for
each i. Further, by Lemma 6.2 we have
s
1
 =
2n−1∨
i=0
 ′i ∨′i
where  ′i ∼= R and ′i is the union of the regular components of kR for
each i. But since  and  are stably equivalent, we have s ∼= s, which
implies that
∨2n−1
i=0  ′i ∨′i is isomorphic to the union of some components
of
∨2m−1
i=0 i ∨i. Therefore R ∼=  ′0 ∼= i ∼= Q for some i. Then by [9,
I.5.7] we have Q = R. Thus R is also an oriented tree. Again by Proposition
6.4(2) we have s ∼=
∨2n−1
i=0  ′i ∨′i. Hence
2m−1∨
i=0
i ∨i ∼=
2n−1∨
i=0
 ′i ∨′i
Counting the number of components isomorphic to Q we get m = n.
7. HEREDITARY TREE ALGEBRAS
Let Q be an oriented tree and α x → y an arrow in Q. Then we have
kQx y = kα, and radkQx y/rad2kQx y is one-dimensional. If φ ∈
AutkQ, then φ induces an isomorphism radkQx y/rad2kQx y →
radkQφx φy/rad2kQφx φy. Thus there is a unique arrow
φx → φy in Q, which we denote by πφα. Since kQφx φy =
kπφα, we have φα = φαπφα for a unique φα ∈ k× = k\0. By
setting πφx = φx for all x ∈ Q0, we can deﬁne a πφ ∈ AutQ.
Here note that the actions of kπφ and φ coincide on the set Q0 of
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objects of kQ; i.e., note that πkπφ = πφ. In this way we obtain a
homomorphism
π  AutkQ → AutQ
of groups, which is called the canonical map. Moreover, φ ∈ Kerπ if and
only if φx = x for all x ∈ Q0, and then the correspondence φ → φαα∈Q1
provides us with an identiﬁcation
Ker π = k×Q1 
We denote by AutQ/∼ the set of conjugacy classes in AutQ. We then
deﬁne a map π¯  AutkQ → AutQ/∼ as the composite
π¯  AutkQ π−→AutQ ↪→ AutQ −→ AutQ/∼
where the last one is the canonical surjection.
Remark 7.1. Let  be a twisted multifold extension of a piecewise
hereditary algebra A of tree type Q, say  = TnφA, with φ ∈ AutA
and n an integer ≥1. We may assume that Q is admissibly oriented
(Remark 4.2). Then by Proposition 5.5,  is derived equivalent to TnψkQ
for some integer n ≥ 1 and some ψ ∈ AutkQ. Here ψ has the form
ψ = kσφ for some σφ ∈ AutQ, and the conjugacy class σ¯φ in
AutQ of σφ is uniquely determined by φ (Remark 5.6). Then we have
π¯ψ = σ¯φ.
Proposition 7.2. Let Q be an admissibly oriented tree, φψ ∈ AutkQ,
and n be an integer ≥1. Consider the following three conditions.
(1) TnφkQ is stably equivalent to TnψkQ.
(2) π¯φ = π¯ψ.
(3) oπφ = oπψ.
Then (1) implies (2), and when Q is a Dynkin quiver all these conditions are
equivalent.
Proof. PutA = kQ,  = TnφA and  = TnψA. We ﬁrst consider the
Dynkin case. By Proposition 6.6, we have type = Qn oσφ and
type = Qn oσψ. Here note that we can choose σφ = πφ
and σψ = πψ. Then by [2, Theorem 2.2], (1) is equivalent to (3).
The implication (2) ⇒ (3) is obvious. To show the implication (3) ⇒ (2)
it is enough to check that the map AutQ/∼ → 
 sending the conjugacy
class of x to ox for all x ∈ AutQ is an injection. But this follows from
the classiﬁcation of AutQ up to conjugation (see e.g. [16, Sect. 4.3]).
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Assume now that Q is not a Dynkin quiver. Let F  mod → mod be
a triangle equivalence. Then F commutes with both the Auslander–Reiten
translations and the loop functors; i.e., we have
τ FX ∼= Fτ X
and
 FX ∼= F X
for all X ∈ mod. Since 	B ∼= −2B τB on modB for any algebra B, we have
	 FX ∼= F	 X (7.1)
for all X ∈ mod. Now let λ mod Aˆ→ mod and λ mod Aˆ→ mod
be push-down functors. Then since they are exact and preserve projectivity
and almost split sequences, they commute with both the Auslander–Reiten
translations and the loop functors. Hence we have
	 λ X ∼= λ 	Aˆ X (7.2)
	 λ X ∼= λ	Aˆ X (7.3)
for all X ∈ mod Aˆ. By Proposition 6.4(2), we have
s =
2n−1∨
i=0
i ∨i
and
s =
2n−1∨
i=0
 ′i ∨′i
where i ∼=  ′i ∼= Q and i ∼= ′i ∼= the union of the regular compo-
nents of A for each i. Deﬁne Q (resp. Q) to be the full subquiver
of s (resp. s) with the set of vertices ληA– xx ∈ Q0 (resp.
ληA– xx ∈ Q0). Then by Lemma 2.6 we can identify, say,
0 = Q and  ′0 = Q. Since  mod → mod is an equiva-
lence of triangulated categories, we can replace F with aF , if necessary,
for some a ∈  to have F0 =  ′0. Then F induces an isomorphism
Q → Q. Since φˆ (resp. ψˆ) commutes with νA by Lemma 2.3, we see
that φˆ– (resp. ψˆ–) commutes with φˆ– ◦ 	 n
Aˆ
(resp. ψˆ– ◦ 	 n
Aˆ
). There-
fore we can deﬁne φ′ ∈ Auts and ψ′ ∈ Auts by the commutative
diagrams
sAˆ
φˆ−→ sAˆ
λ
 λ 
s
φ′
→ s
sAˆ
ψˆ−→ sAˆ
λ
 λ
s
ψ′
→ s
(7.4)
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of translation quivers. Deﬁne an isomorphism f Q→ Q (resp. f Q→
Q) of quivers by fx = ληA– x (resp. fx = ληA– x) for
all x ∈ Q0. Then by Lemma 2.7 and (7.4) we have commutative diagrams
Q
πφ→ Q
f
# #f 
Q
φ′ Q
→ Q
Q
πψ→ Q
f
# #f
Q
ψ′ Q
→ Q

These yield the commutative diagrams
Q
πφ→ Q
f
# #f 
Q
φ′
→ Q
Q
πψ→ Q
f
# #f
Q
ψ′
→ Q
 (7.5)
Next we show the commutativity of the diagram
Q
φ′→ Q
F
 F
Q
ψ′
→ Q
 (7.6)
Since Fφ′ ψ′ are quiver morphisms, and since 0 = Q has no double
arrows, it is enough to show that Fφ′x = ψ′Fx for all vertices x of 0. Let x
be a vertex of 0. Then there exist vertices y and z of sAˆ such that λy =
x and λz = Fx. Since λφˆ	 nAˆy = λy = x and λψˆ	 nAˆz =
λz = Fx, we have
Fλ
(
φˆ
(
	 n
Aˆ
y
)) = λ(ψˆ(	 nAˆz))
Now by (7.2), (7.1), and (7.4) we have
Fλ
(
φˆ
(
	 n
Aˆ
y
)) = Fλ	 nAˆφˆy
= F	 nλ
(
φˆy
)
= 	 nFλ
(
φˆy
)
= 	 nFφ′λy
= 	 nFφ′x
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Further, by (7.3) and (7.4) we have
λ
(
ψˆ
(
	 n
Aˆ
z
)) = λ	 nAˆ(ψˆz)
= 	 nλ
(
ψˆz
)
= 	 nψ′λz
= 	 nψ′Fx
It follows from these equalities that 	 nFφ
′x = 	 nψ′Fx for all x ∈ 0. This
veriﬁes the commutativity of (7.6) because 	 is an equivalence.
By (7.5) and (7.6) we see that πφ is conjugate to πψ in AutQ.
Hence πφ is conjugate to πψ in AutQ by Lemma 5.2.
Proposition 7.3. Let Q be an oriented tree, n be an integer ≥1, and
φψ ∈ AutkQ. If the actions of φ and ψ coincide on the objects of kQ,
then we have TnφkQ ∼= TnψkQ.
Proof. Set A = kQ, g = φˆνnA, and h = ψˆνnA. Then TnφkQ = Aˆ/g	
and TnψkQ = Aˆ/h	. Assume that the action of φ and ψ coincide on
the objects of kQ. Then φ and ψ induce the same automorphism q of Q.
Since Q is an oriented tree, there exist φαα∈Q1 , ψαα∈Q1 ∈ k×Q1 and
ρ Q0 → k× such that for each arrow α x→ y in Q we have
φα = φαqα
ψα = ψαqα
and
ρyφα = ψαρx
Deﬁne ρˆ Qˆ0 → k× by
ρˆ
(
xi
) = ρx
for all xi ∈ Qˆ0 with x ∈ Q and i ∈ . Then we show the following.
Claim. For each morphism f  x→ y in Aˆ, ρˆygf  = hf ρˆx.
It is enough to show the claim for each f = µ¯ with µ a path from x
to y in Qˆ because Aˆx y is spanned by such µ¯’s. First we determine the
actions of g and h on arrows of Qˆ. Deﬁne gαα∈Qˆ1 , hαα∈Qˆ1 ∈ k×Qˆ1 as
follows: For each αi ∈ Qˆ1 with α ∈ Q1 and i ∈ , set
gαi = φα and hαi = ψα
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and for each µ∗i ∈ Qˆ1 with µ = αm · · ·α1 a maximal path in Q and i ∈ ,
set
gµ∗i = φ−1αm · · ·φ−1α1 and hµ∗i = ψ−1αm · · ·ψ−1α1 
Let qˆ be the automorphism of Qˆ deﬁned by qˆxi = qxi for all xi ∈
Qˆ0. Then for each arrow α x→ y in Qˆ, we have
gα¯ = gαqˆα and hα¯ = hαqˆα (7.7)
Indeed, for each arrow αi ∈ Qˆ1 with α ∈ Q1 and i ∈ ,
gαi = φˆνnAαi = φαi+n = φαqαi+n
= φαqαi+n = gαiqˆαi
For each arrow µ∗i ∈ Qˆ1 with µ = αm · · ·α1 a maximal path from y to x
in Q and i ∈ ,
gµ∗i = φˆνnAµ∗i = φˆµ∗i+n = µ∗ ◦φ−1i+n
and
gµ∗i qˆµ∗i = φ−1αm · · ·φ−1α1 qµ∗i+n
Here µ∗ ◦ φ−1 = φ−1αm · · ·φ−1α1 qµ∗ because φµ = φαm · · ·φα1 =
φαm · · ·φα1qµ is a basis of the one-dimensional vector space kQφyφx
and is sent to 1 by both µ∗ ◦ φ−1 and φ−1αm · · ·φ−1α1 qµ∗. Hence gµ∗i =
gµ∗i qˆµ∗i. The rest follows similarly.
We now show the claim. For each arrow αi xi → yi in Qˆ with α ∈ Q1
and i ∈ , we have ρˆyigαi = ρyφα = ψαρx = hαi ρˆxi. Thus by
(7.7) we have
ρˆyigαi = hαiρˆxi
For each arrow µ∗i xi → yi+1 in Qˆ with µ = αm · · ·α1 a maximal
path in Q, say, y = x0
α1−→ x1
α2−→ · · · αm−→ xm = x, and i ∈ , we have
ρxiφαi = ψαiρxi−1 for all i = 1    m, which implies ρxmφαm · · ·
φα1 = ψαm · · ·ψα1ρx0, thus ρyφ−1αm · · ·φ−1α1 = ψ−1αm · · ·ψ−1α1 ρx. By (7.7)
this means that
ρˆyi+1gµ∗i = hµ∗iρˆxi
Hence the claim holds for each f = α¯ with α ∈ Qˆ1.
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Finally, let µ be a path x = x0
α1−→ x1
α2−→ · · · αm−→ xm = y in Qˆ with
m ≥ 2. Then ρˆxigα¯i = hα¯iρˆxi−1 for all i = 1    m, which implies
ρˆxmgα¯m · · · gα¯1 = hα¯m · · ·hα¯1ρˆx0. Hence
ρˆygµ¯ = hµ¯ρˆx
as desired. Then the assertion follows from the claim by applying the fol-
lowing more general statement to Aˆ.
Proposition 7.4. Let R be a locally bounded spectroid and g h auto-
morphisms of R acting freely on R. Assume that there exists a function
d objR → k× such that for each morphism f  x → y in R dygf  =
hf dx. Then R/g	 ∼= R/h	.
Proof. By assumption, g and h have the same action q on the set objR
of objects of R. Hence objR/g	 = objR/h	 = objR/q	. Let S
be a complete set of representatives of q	-orbits in objR. We identify
objR/q	 with S by the bijection S → objR/q	 x → q	x. For each
x ∈ S and n ∈ , set
dnx =

1 if n = 0,
dqn−1xdqn−2x · · ·dqxdx if n > 0,
dqnx−1dqn+1x−1 · · ·dq−1x−1 if n < 0.
Then we clearly have
dqnxdnx = dn+1x (7.8)
for all x ∈ S and n ∈ . We now deﬁne a functor
F  R/g	 → R/h	
as follows. For each x ∈ objR/g	 = objR/h	 = S, set Fx = x. For
each x y ∈ S and each f = gbyfgaxa b∈ ∈ R/g	x y, deﬁne Ff  =
hbyf ′haxa b∈ by
hbyf
′
hax = dbydax−1gbyfgax
for all a b ∈ . Then
Ff  ∈ R/h	x y
because for each a b ∈  we have by (7.8) that
hhbyf ′hax = dhbydhax−1ghbyf ′hax
= dgbydgax−1dbydax−1ggbyfgax
= db+1yda+1x−1gb+1yfga+1x
= hb+1yf ′ha+1x
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We show that F is an isomorphism. For each x ∈ Sx = gbyfgaxa b∈ ∈
R/g	x x, where
gbyfgax =
{
qax if a = b
0 if a = b.
Then
hbyf
′
hax =
{
qax if a = b
0 if a = b.
Hence Fx = x ∈ R/h	x x. Next, for each x y z ∈ S, each f =
gbyfgaxa b∈ ∈ R/g	x y, and each f ′ = gczf ′gbxb c∈ ∈ R/g	y z, we
have
f ′f =
(∑
b∈
gczf
′
gby g
byfgax
)
a c∈

Then
Ff ′Ff  = (dczdby−1gczf ′gby)b c∈ · (dbydax−1gbyfgax)a b∈
=
(
dczdax−1
∑
b∈
gczf
′
gby g
byfgax
)
a c∈
= Ff ′f 
Obviously F is k-linear. Hence F is a functor. By the form of F , it is clear
that F turns out to be an isomorphism.
Remark 7.5. In the proposition above, if R is Schurian, i.e., if Rx x =
kx for all x ∈ R, then the assumption stated there is equivalent to saying
that the two functors g and h are naturally isomorphic.
Example 7.6. In Proposition 7.3, if we remove the condition that Q is
an oriented tree, then the statement does not hold in general. For instance,
let Q be the quiver
1
3 4
2
α β
γ δ
of type A˜3, and for each x ∈ k× deﬁne a φx ∈ Kerπ ≤ AutkQ by
φxα = x, φxβ = φxγ = φxδ = 1. Then it is not hard to verify
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that T 1φxkQ ∼= kP/Ix = x, where P is the quiver
1
3 4
2
α∗
α β
β∗
γ∗
γ
δ∗
δ
and Ix is the ideal of kP generated by
• paths of length 3, λ∗µλµ∗ for λ = µ in αβ γ δ; and
• xα∗α− β∗β, γ∗γ − δ∗δ, αα∗ − γγ∗, and ββ∗ − δδ∗.
For each arrow λ a→ b in P , we see from the presentation of x that
rad2xa b = 0 and that radxa b = kλ¯, where λ¯ = λ + Ix ∈ x. By
this fact it is easy to see that for x y ∈ k× we have T 1φxkQ ∼= T 1φy kQ if
and only if x = y or x = y−1.
Corollary 7.7. Let Q be an oriented tree, φψ ∈ AutkQ, and n be an
integer ≥1. If πφ is conjugate to πψ in AutQ, then we have TnφkQ ∼=
TnψkQ.
Proof. By assumption there is a β ∈ AutQ such that βπφ = πψβ.
This implies that kβˆkπφˆ = kπψˆkβˆ. Put A = kQ. Since kβˆ
commutes with νA by Lemma 2.3, we have a commutative diagram
Aˆ
kπφˆ νnA→ Aˆ
kβˆ

kβˆ
Aˆ
kπψˆ νnA
→ Aˆ

This shows that TnkπφA ∼= TnkπψA, from which the conclusion follows
by Proposition 7.3.
Theorem 7.8. Let Q be a tree with a ﬁxed vertex oriented by an admissible
orientation. Then two twisted multifold extensions of kQ are isomorphic if they
are stably equivalent.
Proof. In this case we have AutQ = Aut0Q = AutQ. Hence this is
a direct consequence of Proposition 6.7, Proposition 7.2, and Corollary 7.7.
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8. TYPES AND MAIN THEOREM
The following statement enables us to deﬁne the derived equivalence
type of a twisted multifold extension of a piecewise hereditary algebra of
tree type.
Proposition 8.1. Let A and B be piecewise hereditary algebras having
types Q and R, respectively, where Q is an oriented tree, φ ∈ AutA ψ ∈
AutB, and mn are integers ≥1. If Tmφ A is stably equivalent to TnψB,
then we have Q ∼= Rm = n, and σ¯φ = σ¯ψ.
Proof. This follows by Proposition 6.7, Proposition 7.2, and Remark 7.1.
Deﬁnition 8.2. For a twisted multifold extension  of a piecewise he-
reditary algebra A of tree type Q, say,  = TnφA with φ ∈ AutA and
n an integer ≥1, we deﬁne the (derived equivalence) type typ of  to be
the triple Qn σ¯φ (we identify Q with its isoclass). By Proposition 8.1,
typ is uniquely determined by  because  is stably equivalent to itself.
The following statement shows that the notion of the derived equiva-
lence type typ deﬁned above is an extension of that of the type type
deﬁned in the representation-ﬁnite case.
Proposition 8.3. Let  and  be twisted multifold extensions of piecewise
hereditary algebras of tree type. Assume that both  and  are representation-
ﬁnite. Then typ = typ if and only if type = type.
Proof. This follows by Corollary 6.5, Proposition 6.6, and Proposi-
tion 7.2.
We state our main result.
Main Theorem. Let  and  be twisted multifold extensions of piecewise
hereditary algebras of tree type. Then the following are equivalent.
(1)  and  are derived equivalent;
(2)  and  are stably equivalent; and
(3) typ = typ.
Combining this with Proposition 8.1 we obtain the following.
Corollary 8.4. Let  and  be twisted multifold extensions of piecewise
hereditary algebras A and B, respectively. Assume that A is of tree type. Then
 and  are derived equivalent if and only if they are stably equivalent.
Remark 8.5. If the following statement is true, then the corollary above
is still valid under the weaker assumption on  that  is self-injective.
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Problem. For self-injective algebras  and  which are stably equiv-
alent, if  is isomorphic to a twisted multifold extension of a piecewise
hereditary algebra of tree type, then so is .
This might be true because such a  has the form Bˆ/φνB	 for some
piecewise hereditary algebra B of tree type and some φ ∈ AutBˆ (see
Skowron´ski and Yamagata [17]). But it is not clear whether Bˆ/φνB	 can
be of the form Cˆ/ψˆνnC	 = TnψC for some piecewise hereditary algebra
C of tree type, some integer n ≥ 1, and some ψ ∈ AutC.
Proof of Main Theorem. By assumption there exists a piecewise hered-
itary algebra A (resp. B) such that  (resp. ) is a twisted m-fold (resp.
n-fold) extension of A (resp. B) for some integer m (resp. n) ≥1. Fur-
ther, there exists an oriented tree Q (resp. R) such that A (resp. B) is
derived equivalent to kQ (resp. kR). We may assume that Q (resp. R) is
admissibly oriented and has a unique source by Lemma 4.1 (Remark 4.2).
Then by Proposition 5.5,  (resp. ) is derived equivalent to Tmφ kQ
(resp. TnψkR) for some φ ∈ AutkQ (resp. ψ ∈ AutkR). Thus we have
typ = Qm π¯φ and typ = R n π¯ψ (Remark 7.1).
1 )⇒ 2. This is well-known.
2 )⇒ 3. This follows by Proposition 8.1.
3 )⇒ 1. Assume that typ = typ. Then Q = Rm = n and
π¯φ = π¯ψ. In particular, by the ﬁrst equality we may assume that Q =
R; by the third equality there is a ρ ∈ AutQ such that
ρπφ = πψρ (8.1)
Case 1: ρ ∈ Aut0Q. In this case ρ ∈ Aut0Q = AutQ. Thus by
(8.1) πφ is conjugate to πψ in AutQ. Then by Corollary 7.7 we have
TnφkQ ∼= TnψkQ. As a consequence,  and  are derived equivalent.
Case 2: ρ /∈ Aut0Q. In this case Q does not have a ﬁxed vertex, and
ρ ﬁxes a unique edge, say, α x—y. Further, ρx = y and ρy = x, and
Q has the form (4.1). The quiver Q was obtained from Q by letting x or
y be a unique source as in the proof of Lemma 4.1. We may assume that
x is a unique source of Q. Let Q′ be a quiver obtained from Q by letting
y be a unique source, and put A′ = kQ′. Then (8.1) yields a commutative
diagram
Q
πφ→ Q
ρ
 ρ
Q′
πψ
→ Q′
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of quivers, which gives the following commutative diagram by Lemmas 2.4
and 2.3:
Aˆ
kπφˆ νnA→ Aˆ
kρˆ
 kρˆ
Aˆ′
kπψˆ νn
A′
→ Aˆ′

Hence we have
TnkπφA ∼= TnkπψA′ (8.2)
Next we show the following.
Claim. TnkπψA′ and TnkπψA are derived equivalent.
Clearly
T = ⊕
z∈L0∪x
τ−1A A− z ⊕
⊕
t∈R0∪y
A− t
is a classical tilting module with EndAT  ∼= A′. Let E be the tilting
spectroid in b⊕A corresponding to T ; i.e., E is the full subcate-
gory of b⊕A with the set of objects Hzz ∈ L0 ∪ x ∪ R0 ∪ y,
where Hz ∈ b⊕A corresponds to a minimal projective resolution of
τ−1A A− z under the Yoneda equivalence b⊕A → bproA (Sec-
tion 3). Then the triple AEA′ is a tilting triple and there exists an
isomorphism ' E → A′ sending Hz to z and t to t for all z ∈ L0 ∪ x
and t ∈ R0 ∪ y. It is easy to see that kπψ˜ Hz = Hψz for
all z ∈ L0, that kπψ˜ t = ψt for all t ∈ R0, and that kπψ˜ ﬁxes
both Hx and y. Thus E is kπψ˜ 	-stable. Then by Proposition 3.6
TnkπψA is derived equivalent to Tnψ′ A′, where ψ′ ∈ AutA′ is deﬁned
by the commutativity of the diagram
E
'→ A′
kπψ˜
 ψ′
E
'
→ A′

In addition, it follows from the commutativity of this diagram and the def-
inition of ' that πψ′ = πψ. This implies Tnψ′ A′ ∼= TnkπψA′ by
Proposition 7.3. Thus the claim follows.
This claim together with (8.2) implies that TnkπφA and TnkπψA are
derived equivalent. Hence TnφA and TnψA are derived equivalent again
by Proposition 7.3. As a consequence  and  are derived equivalent.
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APPENDIX
In the representation-ﬁnite case, the following statement, similar to
Propositions 7.3 and 7.4, holds:
Lemma 9.1. Let R be a locally bounded spectroid with the quiver Q, and
let φψ be automorphisms of R acting freely on R. Assume that R is locally
representation-ﬁnite, simply connected, and standard (e. g., R is a universal
cover of a representation-ﬁnite standard self-injective algebra). If the actions of
φ and ψ coincide on the objects of R, then we have R/φ	 ∼= R/ψ	.
Proof. For eachM ∈ R0 and each x ∈ Q0, we have dimMφ−1x =
dimMψ−1x because the actions of φ and ψ coincide on the objects of
R. Thus dimφM = dimψM . Since R is simply connected, indecomposables
are uniquely determined by their dimension vectors. Therefore, we have
φM ∼= ψM . Hence φ− = ψ− on R0, and thus on R, because R has
no double arrows. This implies that
 = R/φ	 ∼= R/φ−	 ∼= R/ψ−	 ∼= R/ψ	
by [7, Theorem 3.6]. Further, since R is standard, so are both R/φ	 and
R/ψ	. Hence both R/φ	 and R/ψ	 are isomorphic to the full subcate-
gory of the mesh category k consisting of the projective objects.
This lemma can be used to simplify the last part of the proof in
[2, Sect. 6.3, p. 217]. In fact, keeping the notation used there, deﬁne
φ = ψˆg˜ψˆ−1 B → B. Then  is derived equivalent to B/φs	, and
the actions of φs and µsm coincide on objects. The latter implies that
B/φs	 ∼= B/µsm	 by the lemma above. Therefore  is derived equiva-
lent to B/µsm	 = typ. This argument can be applied also to [1,
pp. 408 and 410], the corresponding parts for the class An.
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